Our collection of bath bars and sconces brings generous, pristine LED illumination and decorative interest to a luxurious setting.

radio™

Radio's clean lines and soft geometry bring a mid-century feel to a technologically modern bath bar. The gracefully rounded form and smooth, seamless diffuser offer illumination and a robust presence for the sophisticated bath. Radio's half-round profile mounts flush to the surface and can be fit to the edge of a mirror or wall.
fino™
Effortlessly elegant, these slender bars of powerful & precise light are mounted in a fixed position on a wall or ceiling. Mounted brackets have radiused ends on their linear section and can be mounted directly to a wall with an integrated LED driver. Optionally available is a 4 ½” round wall plate for mounting directly to an electrical box.

bath

tuo™
A beautifully scaled, sensuous elliptical form flows fluidly from its sculptured mounting, emitting its brightness through the clear ribs of a white oval acrylic shade.

keel™
Dramatically functional and architecturally precise, this acrylic cylinder sharply intersects a rectangular steel to form a technically rigorous modern approach to functionality.

gessato™
The rhythmically aligned circular fins of this architecturally precise linear composition delineate its solid, functional geometry. Mounted vertically or horizontally on a wall or ceiling, the crisp pattern of fins defines a disciplined rhythm of length and scale.

purolinear 360™
Purolinear 360 can transition between wall and ceiling mounting using corner connectors, providing an unbroken path of directable linear illumination throughout a space. Light can be directed in 360 degrees of rotation around its axis.

plaza™
A beautifully scaled, sensuous elliptical form flows fluidly from its sculptured mounting, emitting its brightness through the clear ribs of a white oval acrylic shade.

plaza™
Plaza brings a modern presence that echoes the flowing forms of luxurious Deco architecture of the 1940s and 50s. Mounted in a modern bath or other interior room, Plaza delivers powerful illumination and stylish presence to a sophisticated space.
Vanity Extra Wide is a clean, unified approach that provides linear lighting to a vanity wall or ceiling installation, and provides a great solution to an often unresolved problem: long enough to extend the length or width of a bath or vanity mirror and broad enough to cover the electrical box cleanly, without an additional canopy or bracket. Vanity Extra Wide mounts directly to the surface and can be flushed up to the edge of a mirror or wall.